Viewing the codewords of an [n, k ] 
. Therefore every element in Fqm can be seen as a polynomial in cy over Fq . The map
is defined as follows: for any v = E F,$ , @(v) is the m x n matrix with the element at t h e i t h column and j t h row being the coefficient of cuj in the polynomial expansion of vi.
Q, is an Fq -space isomorphism.
Let C be an n-length code over Fqm i.e. C c F p m . For any pair of codewords c,c' E C, the rank distance between them is defined to be r,(@(c -c')) [2] . The rank dR,min of C is given by: dR,min := min rq(Q,(c -c'))
Since the rank distance between two codewords c, c' E C is at most the Hamming distance between them, we have, 
CHARACTERIZATION OF FRD CODES
Theorem 11.1. Let C be a n [n, k ] 
SPACE-TIME BLOCK CODES FROM FRD CODES
A space-time block code (STBC) C, for a channel with m transmit antennas and a quasi-static interval of n is a finite set of m x n matrices with entries from a signal set S C C [ 5 ] . With perfect CSI, t h e diversity of C is directly proportional t o the minimum of ranks of pairwise differences of matrices in C over the complex field C [ 5 ] . Optimal STBC for BPSK modulation has been constructed as follows: let C be a n nm-length linear code over Fz. Let (T be a parser that maps vectors in C t o m x n matrices over F2. Let C! be the m x n STBC obtained by mapping matrices in a ( C ) using the map 0 ++ +1,1 I+ -1.
C achieves full spatial diversity m if and only if every nonzero matrix in C is a matrix of full rank over FZ [6] . F R D codes can be used t o get STBCs t h a t achieve full diversity .
FRD codes can be also used t o obtain FRD codes based on Gaussian number fields [7] .
